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A Quick-look of the Paper

We propose the Shared-Specific Feature Modelling (ShaSpec) method that is considerably simpler and more 
effective than competing approaches that address the issues above. Also, the design simplicity of ShaSpec
enables its easy adaptation to multiple tasks, such as classification and segmentation.



Results  --- A Quick Look

Experiments are conducted on both medical image segmentation and computer vision classification, with 
results indicating that ShaSpec outperforms competing methods by a large margin. For instance, on 
BraTS2018, ShaSpec improves the SOTA by more than 3% for enhancing tumour, 5% for tumour core and 3% for 
whole tumour.



• An extremely simple yet effective multi-modal learning with missing 
modality method, called Shared-Specific Feature Modelling (ShaSpec), 
which is based on modelling and fusing shared and specific features 
to deal with missing modality in training and evaluation and with 
dedicated and non-dedicated training;

• To the best of our knowledge, the proposed ShaSpec is the first 
missing modality multi-modal approach that can be easily adapted to 
both classification and segmentation tasks given the simplicity of its 
design.

• Our results on computer vision classification and medical imaging 
segmentation benchmarks show that ShaSpec achieves state-of-the-
art performance. Notably, compared with recently proposed 
competing approaches on BraTS2018, our model shows segmentation 
accuracy improvements of more than 3% for enhancing tumour, 5% 
for tumour core and 3% for whole tumour.

Main Contributions



Structure of ShaSpec model with Full modalities



Structure of ShaSpec model with missing modalities



Domain Classification Objective  --- Specific Feature Learning



Distribution Alignment Objective --- Shared Feature 
Learning



Dataset & Results  --- BraTS2018

Annotations comprise 3 types of 
labels: the GD-enhancing tumor (ET 
— label 4), the peritumoral edema 
(ED — label 2), and the necrotic and 
non-enhancing tumor core (NCR/NET 
— label 1). 285 cases for training + 
validation; 66 cases for testing



Experimental Results on Audio-Visual 
Classification Datasets



Analysis and Visualizations



Thank you!
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